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表 1   我国与体育赛事直播画面相关的案例
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On the Protection of Live Broadcast Pictures of Sports Events Under the 
Copyright Law
DONG Huijuan, WANG Chao
(Intellectual Property Research Institute of Xiamen University, Xiamen 361005)
Abstract: Due to the reasonable expectation of the audience during the production process, the skills 
and arrangement used in the shooting process have become technical specifi cations. Accordingly, the live 
broadcast pictures of sports events with little originality cannot generally constitute a work in the sense of 
China's Copyright Law. At the same time, the right of broadcasting organizations could be only owned by 
the main body, radio stations and TV stations, which makes it diffi cult to protect the live broadcast pictures 
of sports events by resorting to the rights of broadcasting organizations. If identifying the live broadcast 
pictures of sports events as video products, it not only conforms to the dichotomy structure protection 
system on the basis of originality adopted by China's copyright law, but also possible to enjoy the right of 
network information dissemination and the right of broadcasting organizations. Therefore, the protection of 
live broadcast pictures of sports events should be achieved by improving the connection between the right 
of network information dissemination and the right of broadcasting organizations in China's Copyright Law 
and by amending relevant provisions on sound recordings or video recordings.
Key words: live broadcast pictures of sports events; copyright; right of broadcasting organizations; 
right of network information dissemination; right of producers of sound recordings or video recordings 
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